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(54) Method and apparatus for dynamic contrast improvement in video pictures

(57) A method and apparatus for dynamic contrast
improvement in video pictures is proposed. There is a
strong demand for picture contrast and high quality vid-
eo. The picture contrast can't be increased by simply
increasing the video signal amplitude because exceed-
ing the display dynamic range in some video scenes
causes unwanted disturbing effects.

A basic solution for dynamic contrast improvement
includes that the video pictures are analysed framewise

in real time and the parameters of a transfer function
(11) for contrast improvement are adjusted depending
on the analysis results for the best subjective picture
quality.

Within this basic solution it is proposed to perform
a step of adaptive signal splitting in which a noise re-
duced luminance signal (Y_CORED) is generated
which then is transformed by means of the transfer func-
tion. This improves the picture quality by reducing the
noise influence
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Description

[0001] The invention relates to a method and apparatus for dynamic contrast improvement of video pictures.

Background

[0002] In the field of video display design there is a strong demand for picture contrast but each video display has
a limited dynamic range. Especially the flat display panels like LCD and plasma displays have a lower dynamic range
compared to the CRT displays. The picture contrast can't be increased by simply increasing the video signal amplitude
because exceeding the display dynamic range causes unwanted disturbing effects.

Invention

[0003] It is an object of the invention to disclose a method and an apparatus that increases the picture quality when
using dynamic contrast improvement.
[0004] This object is achieved by the measures claimed in claims 1 and 8. According to the claimed solution in claim
1 the picture quality is optimised by performing a step of adaptive signal splitting in which a noise reduced luminance
signal is generated to which a transfer function is applied afterwards.
[0005] Advantageous additional embodiments of the inventive method and apparatus are disclosed in the respective
dependent claims.
[0006] According to claim 9 the adaptive signal splitter comprises a low pass filter in which the luminance signal is
filtered and the low pass component of the signal is fed to an image analysis unit. The low pass filtered signal is used
for image analysis in order to reduce the noise influence.
[0007] In a more specific embodiment of the inventive apparatus according to claim 10 the adaptive signal splitter
comprises an adaptive coring unit wherein the high pass component of the luminance signal is reduced from noise
and small detail signal components adaptive to an estimate of the signal to noise ratio of the luminance signal by
applying a corresponding coring level to the high pass component. To this noise reduced signal component is the low
pass component signal added, thus providing the noise reduced luminance signal named in claim 8.
[0008] A further improvement can be achieved with the measures disclosed in claim 11. Adding the noise and small
details enclosing signal component which has been cut by the adaptive coring unit to the resulting output signal after
applying the transfer function allows for a reduction of the noise amplification without a loss of small detail signals.
Since the coring function does not distinguish between noise and image signals, a sharpness loss would have been
caused otherwise due to the missing of high frequency small amplitude signal components.
[0009] In order to compensate for the effect of the processing of the luminance component on the colour saturation
it is advantageous to provide a colour saturation compensation unit which processes the chrominance signals accord-
ingly to compensate for this effect.

Drawings

[0010] Exemplary embodiments of the invention are illustrated in the drawings and are explained in more detail in
the following description. In the figures:

Figure 1 shows a graph with a dual segment transfer function used for contrast improvement;
Figure 2 shows a top level block diagram of the apparatus for dynamic contrast improvement;
Figure 3 shows a block diagram of an adaptive signal splitter;
Figure 4 shows a block diagram of a low pass filter used in the adaptive signal splitter;
Figure 5 shows a block diagram of an adaptive coring unit used in the adaptive signal splitter;
Figure 6 shows a block diagram of an image analysis unit;
Figure 7 shows a block diagram of an average brightness analysis unit included in the image analysis unit;
Figure 8 shows a block diagram of a dark sample distribution analysis unit included in the image analysis unit;
Figure 9 shows a block diagram of a frame peak analysis unit included in the image analysis unit;
Figure 10 shows a block diagram of an IIR filter unit and a parameter computation unit included in the image analysis

unit;
Figure 11 shows a block diagram of a transfer function adaptation unit and
Figure 12 shows a block diagram of a colour saturation compensation unit;
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Exemplary Embodiments

[0011] The basic function of the dynamic contrast improvement method DCI according to the invention is to analyse
the picture framewise in real time and adjust the parameters of a transfer function depending on the analysis results
for the best subjective picture quality. As the luminance signal component of a video signal determines mainly the
picture contrast, the new dynamic contrast improvement method applies only the luminance signal to the transfer
function which assigns to each luminance signal point (pixel of the video picture) an output value thus resulting in
improved picture contrast and quality.
[0012] This process is shown in Fig. 1. Therein, the effect of the transfer function is shown. In the x-direction of the
shown graph the input luminance values Y_IN are depicted. In the y-direction of the shown graph the output luminance
values are shown. In both cases the luminance values are given in IRE (institute of radio engineers) units which is an
often used unit in the field of video signal processing. A luminance signal with 100 IRE represents the white level of a
standard video signal and a luminance signal with 0 IRE represents the black level of a standard video signal.
[0013] For the different kinds of displays special adjustments are available so that for a standard video signal test
pattern the optimum black and white colours are reproduced. When in video films e.g. dark scenes occur, the displayed
video pictures may have low contrast values irrespective of the special adjustments and the pictures seem to be unclear
or foggy or the like. So, there is a strong demand of dynamic contrast improvement. When no contrast improvement
is made, the transfer function will have the form of a straight line with slope 1, see reference number 10 in Fig. 1.
[0014] According to the invention a dual segment transfer function with an adaptive pivot point is used, see reference
number 11. The two segments may have different slopes and the adaptive pivot point 12 is the point of intersection of
the two segment lines. The parameters of the dual segment transfer function are the two slope values of both segments
(hereafter called segment gain value) and the location of the pivot point 12. The lower segment is for dark samples
and the upper segment for light samples.
[0015] The gain of the lower segment is adaptive to the dark sample distribution. A higher gain results from fewer
dark samples and a lower gain from a higher number of dark samples. The gain is limited in the range as given below:

[0016] In a preferred embodiment of the invention Max_Gain1 is the value 1.5.
[0017] The gain of the upper segment is adaptive to the frame peak value. It is computed in the way that the detected
peak value lower than the nominal, will be moved in the direction of the nominal peak value. If the detected peak value
is equal or higher than the nominal peak value than a gain of 1.0 is used (no change). The computed theoretical gain
is limited then to a maximum value in order to avoid unnatural effects.

[0018] In a preferred embodiment of the invention Max_Gain2 is the value 1.7.
[0019] The third parameter of the transfer function is the pivot point. It is adaptive to the average image brightness
and allows to make dark pictures contrasty and light. Low average brightness moves the pivot point to lower and high
average brightness to higher level. In Fig. 1 it is shown that for ease of implementation the pivot point always lies on
the straight line 10 and the lowest possible location is the point (x=7 IRE, y=7 IRE) and the highest possible location
is the point (x=40 IRE, y=40 IRE), see reference signs 13 and 14.
[0020] Hereinafter, the apparatus for dynamic contrast improvement according to the invention is explained in detail.
Fig. 2 shows the top level block diagram of this apparatus. It consists of 5 main blocks adaptive signal splitter 20,
transfer function adaptation unit 30, image analysis unit 40, colour saturation unit 50 and noise estimator 60. Four input
signals are supplied to the apparatus. Luminance signal Y_IN of the video signal, luminance signal Y_INPF from the
previous field and the chrominance signals U IN and V_IN. From these signals three output signals are generated.
These are a modified luminance signal Y_OUT, and modified chrominance signals U_OUT and V_OUT. These signals
may be used for further processing or displaying.
[0021] Next the function of the adaptive signal splitter is explained. It consists of the main parts low pass filter 210
and adaptive coring unit 220. This block prepares the luminance signal adaptive to the signal to noise ratio of the
luminance signal and provides the three different signals SMALL_DTL, Y_CORED and Y_LP needed for future process-
ing. As shown in Fig. 3, the luminance signal Y_IN is filtered with a low pass filter 210. The low pass filtered signal
Y_LP is provided for the use in the image analysis unit 40 as shown in Fig. 2. The high pass component of the luminance
signal is generated simply by subtracting the low pass filtered signal Y_LP from the incoming signal Y_IN in adder 201.
The high pass signal Y_HP is applied to the adaptive coring unit 220 where the noise and detail signals below the

1.0 ≤ Segment1_Gain ≤ Max_Gain1

1.0 ≤ Segment2_ Gain ≤ Max_ Gain2
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coring level are removed. The coring level is determined by an estimate of the signal to noise ratio SNR provided from
block 60 in Fig. 2. The output signal Y_HP_C of the adaptive coring unit 220 is added to the low pass signal Y_LP in
adder 203. The result is a noise reduced signal Y_CORED. This signal is provided to the transfer function unit 30 for
further processing.
[0022] Since the coring function does not distinguish between noise and image signals, a sharpness loss will be
caused due to the omission of high frequency small amplitude image signals. Therefore, the signal amount SMALL_DTL
cut by the coring unit 220, is added to the processed signal Y_PWL after the whole DCI-processing again, see Fig. 2.
This procedure allows to reduce the noise amplification without a loss of small_detail signals.
[0023] The structure of the low pass filter is shown in Fig. 4 Its a common low pass filter structure. Therein, reference
number 2110 denotes delay units, reference number 2120 denotes summation stages and reference number 2130
denotes a division stage. The low pass filter has a -3 dB frequency limit at about 700 kHz.
[0024] The structure of the adaptive coring unit 220 is shown in Fig. 5. Therein reference number 2210 denotes a
minimum value selector and reference number 2220 denotes a maximum value selector. Reference number 2230
denotes an inverting unit which performs a multiplication with the factor -1 and reference number 2240 an adder. The
function of the adaptive coring unit 220 is shown self explanatory in Fig. 5.
[0025] Next, the image analysis unit 40 is explained in greater detail. The basic function of the dynamic contrast
improvement process DCI is to analyse the picture framewise in real time and adjust the parameters of a dual segment
transfer function depending on the analysis results for the best subjective picture quality. Each image frame is analysed
for three different characteristics. The image average brightness, the dark sample distribution and the frame peak
value. A block diagram of the image analysis unit 40 is shown in Fig. 6. Reference numbers 410, 420, 430 denotes an
average brightness analysis unit, a dark sample distribution analysis unit and a frame peak analysis unit. The output
results of these units are processed in a IIR filtering and parameter computation unit 450. After the processing in this
unit the parameters of the dual segment transfer function are achieved and they are applied to the next frame not to
the current frame because a filtering is necessary anyhow and an instantaneous reaction on small temporal variations
is unwanted.
[0026] In TV sets, the picture format may be changed in applications like zooming or when a different picture format
like letterbox format is received. When a letterbox transmission is received, not all areas of the display include active
video portions. In zooming applications it is often the case that not all active video lines are displayed. Therefore care
must be taken, that the image analysis function is not falsified by inactive portions or portions which are not displayed.
For this purpose an analysis window is defined in analysis window unit 440. The analysis window defines a part within
the displayed picture size for analysis. The analysis for DCI functions is enabled within the window and disabled outside
the window. In this way it is also possible to disable the analysis in subtitles and logos. The analysis window may be
defined by user setting W_US or automatically by a unit which detects the picture format and size W_PFS.
[0027] Next the average brightness analysis unit 410 is described in detail. The pivot point of the dual segment
transfer function is adaptive to the average image brightness value. It is moved to lower values for dark pictures (having
low average brightness values) and it is moved to higher values for light pictures (having higher average brightness
values). The analysis is done as shown in Fig. 7.
All samples below the dark level threshold value =114 in constant memory 4173 are considered as dark samples. The
register 4150 is increased by one for every such a sample. When the register value is equal to the parameter value
SENS in variable memory 4170 then it is reset and a carryover of one is added to the average register 4160.
[0028] All samples higher than a light level threshold value =106 stored in constant memory 4172 are considered as
light samples but they are not simply counted like the dark samples. The sample values of them are also taken into
consideration for analysis. The register 4140 is increased by a value of

as long as the register value is lower than the constant value SENS*32. When the value in register 4140 is equal or
higher than 32*SENS than it is updated by a value

and a carryover of K is subtracted from the content in average register 4160 according to the formula

value = limit((Y_LP-threshold), 0, 127)

register_ A = limit((Y_LP - threshold), 0,127) + (register_A - 32 * SENS)

register_C = register_C - K
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[0029] The reason for using two difference thresholds for decision between dark and light samples is the desired
soft transition. Both threshold values =114 and =106 overlap in a small range called transition range. All the samples
within the transition range are considered by both dark and light sample counters represented by registers 4150 and
4140. The average brightness analysis function can be described by equation given below:

wherein the variables have the following meanings:

tsn : total sample number within analysis window
pdark: dark sample number related to tsn
pi : light sample number, with a value i of i=limit((sample-threshold),0,127), related to tsn
SENS : parameter; determines the sensitivity
K : parameter; weighting factor

[0030] The analysis is done framewise and only for samples within the analysis window. At the end of this analysis
the register 4160 contains the information about the average image brightness. The result is limited in limiter 4120
according to the given range and divided by 2 in division stage 4182. The final average brightness information deter-
mines the position of the transfer function pivot point. All the registers are reset by the frame reset pulse before the
analysis for the next frame starts.
[0031] Now the function of the dark sample distribution analysis unit 420 is explained by referring to Fig. 8. The
amplitude range from 0 IRE up to about 18 IRE is quantized in 5 steps for dark sample distribution analysis. Samples
with amplitude values up to 18 IRE are considered as dark samples. Their quantized values are counted in register
4210 as long as the register value is lower than the parameter value SENS in constant memory 4270. If the register
value is equal or higher than the parameter value SENS then it is updated by a value calculated according to the below
given formula:

and a carryover with a value of D is subtracted from the distribution register 4220. The register 4230 counts the total
sample number. It's value is increased for every sample inside the analysis window by the value of one. It is reset to
zero and a carryover of one is added to register 4220 if the counted sample number is equal to the parameter value
SENS.
[0032] The analysis is done framewise only for samples within the analysis window. At the end of this analysis the
register 4220 contains information about the dark sample distribution and determines the segment gain of the lower
segment of the dual segment transfer function. Also here, all the registers are reset before the analysis for the next
frame starts.
[0033] Next the function of the frame peak analysis unit 430 is explained by referring to Fig. 9. The maximum frame
peak value is detected by the circuit disclosed in Fig. 9. Each time, the maximum value is stored in register 4310. The
detected frame peak value is limited to a certain range so that the segment gain, which is computed in another block,
never goes below the value 1.0 and never exceeds a predefined maximum value. The frame peak value determines
the gain of the second segment of the dual segment transfer function as will be explained later on.
[0034] The image analysis unit provides information for each frame about the average brightness, dark sample dis-
tribution and frame peak value. These values determine the characteristic of the transfer function used for the next
frame. All these three values are filtered with an IIR filter (Infinite Impulse Response Filter) and stored framewise. The
filter unit is denoted with the reference sign 4520 in Fig. 10. It consists of multipliers 4521, bit shifters 4522 and 4523
which divide the input samples by the factors 22=4 and 24=16 respectively, adders 4524 and constant memory 4543.
The filter time constants are determined by the user settings AB_FC for average brightness values, DS_FC for dark
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sample distribution values and PK_FC for peak values in respective variable memories 4540, 4541 and 4542. The
filtering of all three image analysis values is done in time multiplexed fashion with the same hardware as shown in Fig.
10. A multiplex control signal MUX_CTRL switches the corresponding multiplexers 4510. All the computations in the
filtering and parameter computation unit 450 are done within the vertical blanking time.
[0035] The filtered values are used to compute the parameters of the dual segment transfer function. The filtered
average brightness information is divided by 4 and then subtracted from a constant value of 106. The result is the pivot
point value (TF_DPP). The filtered dark sample distribution value provides the gain for the first segment (lower segment)
of the dual segment transfer function, also after division by 4 in bit shifter 4570. An additional processing is necessary
in order to get the gain for the second segment (upper segment), derived from the filtered peak value. The gain is
computed so that the filtered peak values, lower than 100 IRE, are transferred to 100 IRE. As explained above, the
detected peak value has been limited in frame peak analysis unit 430 to a certain range so that the segment gain never
goes below 1.0 and never exceeds a predefined maximum value, e.g. 1.7. The maximum gain is defined in respect to
preserving natural picture quality. These conditions are expressed in mathematical form below:

[0036] The gain is determined, as given in equation below, by the filtered peak value and the pivot point position.

Therein, the variables stand for:

GAIN_SEG2 : Segment-2 gain for dual segment transfer function
Y100IRE : Luminance signal 100 IRE value
TF_DPP : Transfer function pivot point value
FR_PEAK_FILT : Filtered luminance peak value

[0037] The computation of the segment gain according to this equation requires a division operation. That can be
done with a multiplier 4581 and a lookup table 4550. The look-up table contains the results of

with a precision of n bits, as given in table below:

for FR_PEAK_FILTmin = 185 FR_PEAK_FILTmax = 240
⇒ TF_DPPmin = 32 TF_DPPmax = 106

peak = limit(peak, MINPEAK, 100IRE)

1.0 ≤ GAIN_SEG2 ≤ max_gain2

GAIN_SEG2 = Y100IRE - TF_DPP
FR_PEAK_FILT - TF_DPP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

1
FR_PEAK_FILT - TF_DPP
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

X = FR_PEAK_FILT - TF_DPP

Xmin = FR_PEAK_FILTmin - TF_DPPmax

Xmax = FR_PEAK_FILTmax - TF_DPPmin

ROM_Address = X - Xmin

ROM_Value = 2n

X
------ n: number of fraction bits
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[0038] The transfer function segment for luminance signals higher than the pivot point is given by the equation

wherein

Yout : Output luminance signal
Yin : Input luminance signal.

[0039] When the segment gain is split into integer and fraction part wherein the integer part is always 1, the following
formulas apply:

[0040] Using only the fraction part saves one bit. Therefore, the integer part is subtracted from the computed gain.
The result is written into the register 4533.
The computed parameters TF_DPP, GAIN_SEG1_FRC and GAIN_SEG2_FRC, determine the transfer function dy-
namic pivot point, fraction part of segment gain 1 and fraction part of segment gain2. They are supplied to the dual
segment transfer function unit. The computation has to be completed at latest before the first active data of the next
frame. The parameters are frozen during the flow of active data of the frame.
[0041] Next the transfer function unit 30 is explained in detail with reference to Fig. 11.
[0042] The dynamic contrast improvement video processing is based mainly on the dual segment transfer function.
The parameters are provided from the common IIR filter and parameter computation unit 450. The application of the
dual segment transfer function can be easily expressed with the following mathematical expressions:
for Y_CORED ≤ TF_DPP

for Y_ CORED > TF _DPP

Y_CORED : Input signal
Y_DSTF : Output signal

X=FR_PEAK_FILT-TF_DPP ROM_Address=X-Xmin ROM_Value=2n/X for n = 14

79 0 207

80 1 204

81 2 202

. . .

. . .

206 127 79

207 128 79

208 129 78

Yout = gain_seg2 *(Yin - TF_DPP)+ TF_DPP Yin > TF_DPP

GAIN _SEG2= GAIN _SEG2_INT + GAIN _SEG2_FRC = 1 + GAIN _SEG2_FRC

Yout = GAIN _SEG2_FRC*(Yin - TF_ DPP) + Yin Yin > TF_ DPP

Y_ DSTF = (Y_CORED - T_DPP) * GAIN_SEG1_FRC + Y_CORED

Y_DSTF = (Y_CORED - TFD_PP) * GAIN_SEG2_FRC + Y_CORED
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TF_DPP : Transfer function dynamic pivot point
GAIN_SEG1_FRC : Fraction part of first segment (lower segment) gain
GAIN_SEG2_FRC : Fraction part of second segment (upper segment) gain

[0043] The DCI processing can be switched on and off by the user setting parameter DCI_ON. It is switched off
during the horizontal and vertical blanking time via composite blanking signal COMP_BLANK. A hardware implemen-
tation of these calculations is shown in Fig. 11 in a self explanatory manner.
[0044] Due to the non linear luminance processing in the transfer function unit the colour saturation is changed. This
effect is compensated by multiplication of chrominance samples with a compensation gain. This is done in colour
saturation compensation unit 50 which is shown in detail in Fig. 12. The basic function of this unit is expressed in the
following formula:

wherein

Y CORED : Input luminance value of dual segment transfer function
Y_DSTF : Output luminance value of dual segment transfer function
Ybl : Black level.

[0045] The expression 1/(Y_CORED-Ybl) is approximated by a look-up table 520. The gain value results from the
product of (Y_DSTF-Ybl)*(1/(Y_CORED-Ybl)).
[0046] The colour saturation compensation is only done for desaturated colours. The desaturation occurs in the
second segment from the pivot point up to 100 IRE. In the first segment from 0 IRE up to the pivot point the colour
saturation can only be increased. A compensation in this area would fade the colours.
[0047] The contents of the look-up table can be given by the following expressions:

n is the number of fraction bits and determines the precision of approximation.
for Xmin=17 and Xmax=238

X=Y_CORED-Ybl ROM_Address=X-Xmin ROM_Value= (2n) /X

for n = 13

17 0 481

18 1 455

19 2 431

GAIN_CSC =
Y_DSTF - Ybl

Y_CORED - Ybl
-------------------------------------------

X = Y_CORED - Ybl for Y_CORED > TF_DPPmin

Y_COREDmin = TF_DPPmin + 1

Xmin = Y_COREDmin - Ybl

ROM_Value = 2n

X
------

ROM_Address = X - Xmin for X ≥ Xmin
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[0048] In seldom cases the compensated chrominance component values can exceed the maximum range repre-
sentable with the given number of bits. Therefore, the maximum allowed colour compensation gain is computed for
each chrominance sample with the components absolute value calculator 561, maximum selector 530, limiter 512,
adder 570, constant memory 553, look-up table 521 and bit shifter 541. The colour saturation compensation gain is
limited by using the look up table 521 if it is higher than the allowed value so that a perceptible tint error is avoided.
[0049] Next, some details concerning the noise estimator 60 are explained. The coring threshold SNR used in the
adaptive signal splitter part determines the amount of high frequency small signal amplitude suppression in the proc-
essed luminance signal. It is desirable to have for low noise video material small coring levels and for noisy video
material large coring levels. The system performance can be optimised by controlling the coring levels depending on
the noise level in the video material. The noise is measured by the noise estimator 60.
[0050] The noise estimator estimates the noise level in the active portion of the video signal. Normally in each picture
there are small blocks with minimum change of video contents.
[0051] These blocks are suitable for noise measurement. The pixels of successive fields representing nearly the
same spatial location are normally highly correlated and the absolute difference provides a noise information. Due to
the statistical variation of noise an averaging of noise levels is necessary. Each filed is subdivided into small blocks of
64 pixels. The absolute difference of pixels between successive fields is averaged over each block. The blocks con-
taining spatial and/or temporal changes do not provide the correct noise level. Their consideration would provide a
noise level much higher than the present noise. Therefore the block with the minimum noise level is taken for the noise
estimation. This is expressed in the formula given below.

wherein

Xpixel : Pixel j of current field
Xpf : Pixel j of previous field.

[0052] The new dynamic contrast improvement method and apparatus will be mainly used in video display devices
like direct view TV sets or projection TV sets. In plasma and LCD display applications its use brings the best benefit.
[0053] The new dynamic contrast improvement method has been explained in detail with block diagrams for hardware
implementations. It goes without saying that instead of the disclosed block diagram corresponding software implemen-
tations could be used.
[0054] The invention is not restricted to the disclosed embodiments. Various modifications are possible and are
considered to fall within the scope of the claims. E.g. a somewhat total different transfer function than the dual segment
transfer function may be used. More specifically the given restrictions concerning the location of the pivot point may
be modified. The whole dynamic contrast improvement method and apparatus is adapted to a framewise processing
organisation. This could be changed to fieldwise processing organisation.

Claims

1. Method for dynamic contrast improvement of video pictures comprising the steps of analysing the video pictures

(continued)

X=Y_CORED-Ybl ROM_Address=X-Xmin ROM_Value= (2n) /X

236 219 34

237 220 34

238 221 34
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framewise or fieldwise in real time regarding their picture content and adjusting the parameters (TF_DPP,
GAIN_SEG1_FRC, GAIN_SEG2_FRC) of a transfer function (11) which determines the amount of alteration of
the luminance and/or chrominance signal of the video picture for contrast improvement, characterized in that, a
step of adaptive signal splitting is performed in which a noise reduced luminance signal (Y_CORED) is generated
which is transformed by means of said transfer function (11) .

2. Method according to claim 1, wherein the step of adaptive signal splitting further includes a low pass filtering step,
in which the luminance signal (Y_IN) of the video picture is filtered, the low pass component (Y_LP) of the luminance
signal being used for image analysis.

3. Method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the step of adaptive signal splitting further comprises a step of adaptive
coring, wherein the high pass component (Y_HP) of the luminance signal (Y_IN) is reduced from noise and small
detail signal components by using an estimate of the signal-to-noise ratio of the luminance signal and a corre-
sponding coring level is applied to the high pass component (Y_HP) of the luminance signal.

4. Method according to claim 3, wherein the signal component, which is cut in the adaptive coring step is added to
the transformed luminance signal that was transformed with said transfer function (11).

5. Method according to one of claims 3 or 4, wherein a color saturation compensation step is performed, which
compensates for the color saturation effect due to the non-linear processing of the luminance component when
performing the transformation step with the adapted transfer function.

6. Method according to claim 5, wherein the color saturation compensation gain CSC-GAIN is determined by the
following formula:

wherein Y_PWL is the luminance output signal after applying a dual segment transfer function to the luminance
component and Y_CORED is the input luminance signal component to which the transfer function (11) is applied.

7. Method according to claim 5 or 6, wherein for every chrominance data pair U and V a maximum allowed colour
saturation compensation gain CSC_GAINmax is computed as given by the formula:

wherein the max_value is constant for a given chroma value bit representation, and Max(abs(U), abs(V)) stands
for the maximum absolute value of a chroma data pair.

8. Apparatus for dynamic contrast improvement of video pictures comprising:

an image analysis unit (40) wherein the video pictures are analysed frame wise or field wise regarding to their
picture content and
a transfer function adaptation unit (30) wherein the transfer function (11) for the luminance and/or chrominance
signal of the video pictures is adapted dependent on the results of the image analysis unit (40) ,

characterized in that
the apparatus is further comprising an adaptive signal splitter (20) in which a noise reduced luminance signal is
generated which is processed in the transfer function adaptation unit (30) .

9. Apparatus according to claim 8, wherein the adaptive signal splitter (20) further comprises a low pass filter (210),
in which the luminance signal (Y_IN) of the video picture is filtered, the low pass component of the luminance
signal being fed to the image analysis unit (40).

10. Apparatus according to claim 8 or 9, further comprising an adaptive coring unit (220) wherein the high pass com-
ponent (Y_HP) of the luminance signal (Y_IN) is reduced from noise and small detail signal components by using
an estimate of the signal to-noise ratio of the luminance signal and a corresponding coring level is applied to the

CSC_GAIN = Y_PWL / Y_CORED

CSC_GAINmax = max_value/max(abs(U), abs(V))
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high pass component (Y_HP) of the luminance signal.

11. Apparatus according to claim 10, wherein the signal component which is cut by the adaptive coring unit (220) is
provided at a further output (SMALL DTL) of the adaptive signal splitter (20) and fed to an adder (70) where it is
added to the output signal of the transfer function adaptation unit (30).

12. Apparatus according to one of claims 8 to 11, wherein the apparatus is further comprising a color saturation com-
pensation unit (450) which compensates for the color saturation effect due to the non-linear processing of the
luminance component in the transfer function adaptation unit (30).

13. Apparatus according to claim 12, wherein the color saturation compensation gain CSC-GAIN is determined by the
following formula:

wherein Y_PWL is the luminance output signal after applying a dual segment transfer function to the luminance
component and Y_CORED is the input luminance signal component to which the transfer function (11) is applied.

14. Apparatus according to claim 12 or 13, wherein for every chrominance data pair U and V a maximum allowed
colour saturation compensation gain CSC_GAINmax is computed as given by the formula:

wherein the max_value is constant for a given chroma value bit representation, and Max(abs(U), abs(V)) stands
for the maximum absolute value of a chroma data pair.

15. Apparatus according to one of claims 8 to 14, wherein the image analysis unit (40) comprises one or more of the
following components:

- an average brightness analysis unit (410),
- a dark sample distribution analysis unit (420),
- a peak analysis unit (430).

16. Apparatus according to claim 15, wherein the peak analysis unit (430) includes a number of counters (4380) which
count pixel values lying above corresponding thresholds (thr-00 - thr_15) and wherein the counting results are
summed up for peak value determination.

CSC_GAIN = Y_PWL / Y_CORED

CSC_GAINmax = max_value/max(abs(U), abs(V))
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